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associated with the scan.
and then present it to the user in a PDF-A uniquely
having it classified, it will proceed to extract the information
analyse it, then after recognising the type of document and
or PDF file, possibly multi-page, the system is able to
When the document is acquired, which is stored as a TIFF
document or a structured data file.
such as a photograph, a video recording, a scan of a
and validating the information coming from data sources
Vision processes capable of sampling, analysing, correcting
procedures guided by Artificial Intelligence and Computer
WIT READER involves in a first phase the use of automatedWIT READER involves in a first phase the use of automated
procedures guided by Artificial Intelligence and Computer
Vision processes capable of sampling, analysing, correcting
and validating the information coming from data sources
such as a photograph, a video recording, a scan of a
document or a structured data file.
When the document is acquired, which is stored as a TIFF
or PDF file, possibly multi-page, the system is able to
analyse it, then after recognising the type of document and
having it classified, it will proceed to extract the information
and then present it to the user in a PDF-A uniquely
associated with the scan.
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Once the model has been created,
it can be used as follows:
Presentation of the sampled

and interpreted data.
Editing and correction of acquired

data.
Manual and entry

a
RPA data
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